ENCOUNTER TEMPLATE FOR 5150: NEW BEGINNINGS
TYPE: CHILLIN'
Billy Pink hits the town for some R&R.

OBJECTIVE: CONTACT
Billy is to meet a Co-Star NPC at the Velvet Monkey an upscale Gentlemen's Club, located in the area around the
Space Port.

EMPLOYER: SELF-EMPLOYED
PRE-ENCOUNTER INTEL: 0
This is not a Black Job so no Intel is involved.

AREA: SPACEPORT AREA
DAY PART: EVENING
TERRAIN: INTERSECTION AND BUILDINGS
LAW LEVEL: 3
As this Encounter takes place in the area outside of the Space Port the Law Level is lower than if it were inside.

WEATHER: CLEAR SKIES - NIGHT
PEFS: 4
Lots of activity goes on in the evening. I'm using the optional Populating Your Buildings rules so each building will
have four PEFs as well. Note that the ones inside a building are not placed until it is entered. Once the building
has been entered the PEFs will move and behave based on the PEF Movement Table.

DEPLOYMENT:
Billy enters in section 8 while the PEFs are placed randomly.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
The object is to have fun and maybe make a serious connection with the Co-Star NPC, Ashlynn Cooper, a
member of the New Hope City Media. She may or may not be alone. FYI - This could be very large encounter with
potentially twenty PEFs!

Here's the layout of the table with info of the buildings.
Billy enters the table into section 8. There are two PEFs in the section one on each side of the street.

TURN ONE - BP 1 PEFS 2
Billy is walking down the street towards the Velvet Monkey when is encounters the first PEF.
******************************************************
"Help a lady in need baby?" The Razor asked.
"Sorry honey, kind of in a hurry," Bill replied.

The Razor quickly reached over and grabbed Billy by the arm. "Maybe you're not hearing me baby?" she said,
eyes flashing steely gray.
Billy grabbed her wrist and bent it back a bit and pulled his long coat back to reveal his hand on his BAP. "Sorry
honey," he replied with a smile. "No time to dance. We good?"

The Razor stepped back and smiled. "Oh yeah, we're good baby. We're good," she said as she took a step back.
*******************************************************
Rolling on the PEF Resolution Table revealed a contact with a member of the Criminal Element.
This led to a roll on the Contact Table revealing it to be a Razor.
A roll on the Razor Professions Table - Criminal Element revealed her to be a Ganger.
Finally a 2d6 roll on the Razor Generator Table for stats.
Instead of pre-generating the PEF 4 die rolls revealed that Billy had run into a:
Razor - Ganger - unarmed as all Razors are with the following stats
 Rep 5
 Fitness 5
 People 3
 Savvy 4
 Science 0
Nothing left to do but find out what she wanted.
1d6 modified by the Law Level on the Contact Resolution Table - She wants to "shake down" Billy.
This led to a People Skill Challenge with Billy scoring a Minor Success. She walks away and leaves the
Encounter but Billy counts as having a "run in" with the Razor.
********************************************************
Billy moved up the street having watched the Razor disappear down the street. Out of the corner of his eye he
saw a Zhuh-Zhuh making a point of crossing the street and heading towards him.
"Dude! Can you believe that Razor b*%$h? I mean really, can’t walk down the street without someone bugging
you," said the Zhuh-Zhuh as he stepped onto the sidewalk. "Just curious, but I was wondering what a high class
gentleman like you doing I this type of neighborhood?"
"Just meeting a friend," Billy replied. "Kind of late if you know what I mean?"
"Sure, sure," the Zhuh-Zhuh nodded in agreement. "Maybe on your way to a party, I mean a handsome guy like
you. Need some Party Favors?" The Zhuh-Zhuh looked up and down the street as he spoke and patted his
pocket.
"Maybe next time, bud," Billy said as he walked by. "Maybe next time."
"Sure, sure," said the Zhuh-Zhuh as he spied to ladies across the street. "Maybe next time."
********************************************************
There were two PEFs in section 8 so Billy had to resolve them both. Another result of Criminal Element. A few die
rolls latter and Billy had run into a:
Zhuh-Zhuh (Apelike alien) - Dealer - BAP
 Rep 4
 Fitness 4
 People 3
 Savvy 2
 Science 0

Contact Resolution had the NPC offering to sell Billy some Party Favors. Billy scored a Minor Success so he
declined and the Dealer moved away. No blood, no foul. In 5150: New Beginnings the Challenge Test plays a
major part in driving the story forward. Results are major Success, Minor Success, Minor Failure and Major
failure. It's up to the player in many cases to decide what each result will be before the test is taken. This was the
last PEF so it was time to roll Activation again.
************************************************************

TURN TWO BP 5 PEF 2
Billy crossed the street and continued towards the Velvet Monkey.
***************************************************************

*******************************************************************
Billy went first and continued into the next section. Neither PEF moved.
********************************************************************

TURN THREE BP 2 PEF 1
Billy reaches the front door of the Velvet Monkey and looks around making mental notes of who's on the street
before he enters. Entering the club he looks inside and sees it's a busy night. Music blaring from the center stage
he makes his way into the club.

Billy leaves the street and enters the club.

PEFs are then placed and move when active.

"Billy Pink?"

Walking towards him with a big smile is his contact, or at least it looks like the one he's seen on the Vid Casts.
"Billy Pink?" Ashlynn Cooper asks extending a hand.
"That's me," Billy replied as he shook her hand. Firm grip, he thought, and then continued. "Care for a drink?"
"Love one," Ashlynn says with a smile. "There's a nice bar across the street unless you'd like to stay here?"
"Let's go," Billy and Ashlynn turned for the door.
*********************************************************************
Bill activates first and enters the Velvet Monkey. Each building generates PEFs as the outside so there are four
PEFs inside. Rolled and placed put three in the section where the center stage is and one in the bar. After Billy
moves the PEFs move. Two move in a random direction inside the building the third moves into the section Billy is
in.
PEFs inside buildings are resolved normally. The first roll determines the PEF to be a LWC. When you are looking
for a specific person, called the target in New Beginnings, the first time you roll on the PEF Resolution Table and
the result is the same class as the target, you have run into the target. As Ashlynn is a LWC, Exotic - Investigative
Reporter, this meant they had met. Rolling on the How Many Grunts Table revealed she was alone. From there it
was story time. It made sense that she would want a quieter place than the Velvet Monkey so…
**********************************************************************

TURN FOUR BP 2 PEF 1
Billy and Ashlynn head across the street to the bar. A group of four LWCs are heading the opposite direction. Billy
makes eye contact with the loudest guy in the group.
"Hey, I know you," he says. "You're the guy that got into that gunfight protecting the Street Preacher awhile ago."
"Yep, afraid so," Billy replies.
"Good job," the laborer says loudly. "This city needs more good citizens like you." The laborer fiddles, asks the girl
with him if she has something to write on. "Here's my com-number. Give me call if you need any work done, I'll
give you discount."
"C'mon Lee," one of his friends yells as he enters the Velvet Monkey. "Night's a wasting!"
Billy takes the number and slips into his pocket. "Thanks man, never know when I may need it. Have fun!"
Billy and Ashlynn head towards the bar.
"Do you know who that was? Ashlynn asks.
*******************************************************************
Story time people. The next PEF to be resolved was a Dropout. Dropouts are unique in New Beginnings.
Dropouts are LWC (Law-abiding Working Class) that want a bit more. They have jobs like LWC aren’t really part of
the Criminal Element but aren’t afraid to "bend" the law when it's to their advantage. So when Dropout was rolled
up I roll on the LWC Profession Table and go from there. This turned out to be a group of four Grunts, one laborer,
a factory worker, a waitress and a homeless guy which I switched to a retired guy to fit the story. So what did I
come up? Take a look at the figures I chose to use. Yep, it's a motorcycle club or its equivalent. Think Sam Crow.
Let's file this away for the future.
I game terms the PEF resolution was Contact with the PEF which went to a People Skill Challenge with Billy
scoring a Minor Success. A positive impression on Lee which will result in a +1d6 when taking future People
Challenges with Lee. There would be a 1 in 6 chance of meeting him again when a result of Dropout occurs. Time
to write this stuff down on Billy's Character Journal!
****************************************************************

TURN FIVE BP 5 PEF 2
Billy and Ashlynn enter the bar as a couple of LWC business types are leaving.
"Let's find a table," Ashlynn says as she leads the way.
*******************************************************************
Billy and Ashlynn enter the bar and again four PEFs are dropped into the building.

Three are in the section adjacent to Billy and one starts in the same section. This one is resolved and its two LWC
leaving the bar with pleasantries exchanged as a result.

PEF movement has three moving into the section where the small kitchen and some tables. This leaves the bar
area empty. Perfect place to have a conversation.

Five turns and a bunch of PEFs have been resolved. No shooting yet but still a very interesting game because
you don't know what can happen at any time!
*********************************************************************

TURN SIX BP 1 PEF 2
Billy and Ashlynn took a table and the cocktail waitress was over to take their order. Billy could feel Ashlynn
watching him as he interacted with the waitress.

"So what can I do for you, Ms. Cooper?" Billy asked.
"Billy Pink, born William Pinkerton and someone with quite a resume," she began. "Gun running, wanted for
smuggling in the Capalan League, one of a few non-military types to have encountered a Bug and lived to talk
about it, wanted for questioning on Cestus V for undisclosed illegal activities, awarded the Gaea Cross for service
above and beyond. I could go on all day and you a can call me Ashlynn." She smiled and took a sip of her drink.
**********************************************************************
As you can tell by now, 5150: New Beginnings is a big departure from 5150: Star Army. The easiest way to think
of it is NB to SA is like Blade Runner to Starship Troopers. It's all about character development and story, story,
story with each Encounter a chapter. This turn the PEFs spread out, one came into the same section and I chose
it to be a staff member as per the Populate Your Buildings rules in NB.
The interaction between Ashlynn and Billy Pink was to establish that she had been doing her homework. This
would increase the chance of Billy getting a job offer from her, which this was all about.
Here's how Encounters can build off of each other.
 Billy's first job in New Hope City was as a Bodyguard.
 Ashlynn first appeared in a raid on an illegal production facility as part of a Media Crew.
 The raid went sort of sour and Prosperity Corporation had to "massage" the Vid Cast reporting the
mission and this resulted in Ashlynn being interviewed by Pro Corps head of security.
 Ashlynn took Brody's warning as a threat so needs a Body Guard.
 Billy Pink was just in the news as a, you guessed it, Body Guard.
**********************************************************************

TURN SEVEN BP 4 PEF 2
"So what you're talking about is providing security for you," Billy said.
"No," she replied. "I can always hire a Rent-a-Cop. My station has access to them. I need something more
personal. Someone I can trust. Can I trust you Billy?"
Billy motioned to the waitress for another drink. "Care for another one, Ms. Cooper?"
She finished her drink and smiled, "Yes please. And call me Ashlynn."
Billy looked at the reporter and weighed his options. He could use the job but didn’t like walking into it blind. "Let
me think about this a bit. I need to clear out some time. Give me a call tomorrow about this time and I'll know for
sure."

Ashlynn reached into her bag and pulled out her LCL (Local Com-Link) and typed in a number. She showed it to
Billy. "To show you how serious I am Billy I'm willing to pay this much plus expenses. Am I in the right
neighborhood?"
Billy looked at the number and tried not to smile. "You're in the right neighborhood."
******************************************************************
One of the two remaining PEFs entered the section where Billy was and it was resolved as nothing. In New
Beginnings represent the people and things that the player can interact with but it is assumed that there are other
people and activity going on, it's just that they do not interact with the player.
Ashlynn wanted to hire Billy for a job but they had to go through the Interview process. This used when players
desire to work for a non-player third party. Billy scored high on the interview.
 Billy started with 2d6 +1d6 for his Fame +1d6 as Ashlynn was looking for him to possibly offer a job and
scored 4 successes. Ashlynn rolled her 4d6 Interview Dice for being classified as an Entertainer.
 Billy scored 2 more successes so got the job offer.
 All Ashlynn will say is that she needs a Body Guard. In New Beginnings you get told what the job is after
the Interview but not the details. If you accept the job then we roll for the details.
I wanted to have Billy do some investigating first before taking the job. This was a great excuse for Billy to have
another Encounter and gain some more Fame Points before taking the job. New Beginnings can be whatever you
want it to be.
**************************************************************

TURN EIGHT BP 4 PEF 2
Billy pays the check and the two leave the bar. Outside he notices an adult and young Zhuh-Zhuh walking away.
Odd.

"Need a ride back to your place?" Billy asks.
"No, my car is parked behind the Velvet Monkey," she replies. Smiling as they walk towards the club she asks.
"Aren’t you wondering what I was doing in there?
"If you wanted me to know you'd have told me," he replied. As they walked into the parking lot behind the Velvet
Monkey Billy asked, "Green Ferrari?"
"Yes why?" she replied.
"Get behind me!"

**************************************************************************
Are you kidding me?! Billy and Ashlynn left the bar and ran into the last PEF which was resolved as two ZhuhZhuhs, one a child. My guess it was actually a Muggie-Zhuh-Zhuh, the smaller variety that Billy mistook for a
child. Anyway, no more unresolved PEFs so it's time to exit the table and end the Encounter. Then a Travel
Encounter and this one is in the books. I know Billy lives in the area so he's on foot so I need to figure out how
Ashlynn got here. Okay, she was at the Velvet Monkey so she probably has transportation in the back.
So activation dice are rolled for Turns Eight and Nine and we get to the parking lot around back. Except now it's
Turn Ten and time to roll for activation. Bang, double fours! Rolling doubles higher than the Law level of the Area
for Activation means you've generated a PEF. Rolling for location and bam, right in the dang parking lot.
Seriously? Well yo can guess the rest, roll for resolution etc. and we come up with three Gangers. Except I use
poetic license and figure it's a Merc hired by Prosperity Corp and he's hired two local Gangers. This has suddenly
turned into a Hit. Sometimes I hate this game.

TURN 11 BP 3 MERC 5
"Evening gentlemen," Billy says.
"This don't concern you mister," the Merc replies. "Walk away and it's all good."
"Sorry fellows, can't do that." Billy taps in the sequence on his right index finger and can feel the loops engaging
his CPU. Man, I love that tingling, he says with a grin.
"What's so funny pretty boy?" snarls the Ganger. "You on drugs or something?"
"Better than that, boys," he chuckles. "Now move or make your move boys."
*****************************************************************
The Mercs scored higher but couldn't activate as they were Rep 4 and Rep 3. The Merc is a Rep 4 with BAP, one
Ganger was a Rep 4 with a Machine Pistol and the other a Rep 3 with a Pistol.
Billy went next and decided to try a People Skill Challenge. Did I think I could talk them out of it? No, but I could
buy some time and that's what happened as both sides scores the same number of successes. Buy time for
what? Why to activate his combat loops of course. His what? Tell you later…
**************************************************************

TURN 12 BP 6 MERC 1
Showtime! Fast, very fast, Billy Draws his two "Big A$$" Pistols (BAP) and fires. One shot slams into each target
and the three opponents hit the ground.
"Get in the car," Billy says in an even voice.

*********************************************************
There's an old saying, "Better lucky than good." That'd be Billy. For those of you familiar with Billy it should come
as no surprise but to those who aren't, well Billy is a recurring character in my Bat Reps and has gone from a Rep
5 down to rep 3 and back to Rep 5. The one constant is he is pretty lucky when he needs to be.
When the Mercs activated everyone went to the In Sight Test. Basically each character rolls 1d6 per point of Rep,
modifies it, and looks for successes (a score of 1, 2, or 3). Score the most successes and you go first. Score the
least and you go last. I rolled for the Gangers and scored one success each. The Merc was a bas ass and scored
four out of four. Yikes! Billy scored five out of five. Double yikes!

Billy went first and drew his two BAPs and rolled to hit. Billy has Blended Enhancements which means he has a
CPU hardwired and can run a variety of loops. These loops provide a variety of enhancements, or positive
modifiers to game actions. Billy has a CPU rated at 7 and the loops he activated amounts to less than that so no
worries. Anyway, he has a Lock On loop that allows him to add 1 to the Target Rating of his weapons but he has
to toss out the lowest score. So…
 Billy fires with one BAP at the Merc and center Ganger. He scores a 5, 4, and 2. He tosses away the 2
and applies the 5 to the Merc (hit) and the 4 to the Ganger (miss because he was snap firing).
 Billy fires the other BAP at the outside Ganger and the center Ganger. He scores a 5, 5 and 4. He tosses
away the 4 and applies one 5 to the outside Ganger (hit) and the other 5 to the center Ganger (hit).





Rolling for location and damage the Gangers get hit in the arm (Knock Down) and the leg (Knock Down)
while the Merc gets hit in the Gut. All three must take the Recover From Knocked Down Test.
Both Gangers pass 1d6 and go Out of the Fight.
The Merc rolls 3d6 as he's wearing a armored jacket and scores a 5, 5, and 6. Passing 0d6 he goes down
Obviously Dead. Wonder if the jacket was made by Prosperity Corp?

Shots fired means it's time to see if someone has called the cops. The call can be made by a character during the
turn but as there isn’t anyone else in the lot the call takes place on the next turn coming up.

TURN THIRTEEN BP 5 PEF 1
Billy rifles through the body of the dead Merc taking his LCL and wallet. A quick inventory shows the opponents
were armed with a machine pistol, shotgun, and sub-machine gun. Lucky for him as these would help in any case
that may come up. Getting into the car he tells Ashlynn, to go but drive but not too fast.
************************************************************
No PEFs on the table and there's no windows facing the parking lot from the Velvet Monkey. Nothing left than to
get the heck off the table. Cops are called this turn.
***********************************************************

TURN FOURTEEN BP 1 PEF 3 POLICE 5
Sirens can be heard fast approaching. Ashlynn exits the parking lot and head up the street.

"Don’t drive home," Billy says watching forward and stealing a glance in the rear view mirror.
Suddenly a guy steps out tries to wave down the car.
"Keep driving," Billy says.
"Who was that?" Ashlynn asks.
"Doesn't matter," Billy replies." Turn left, there's a parking garage."
The Ferrari enters the garage and Billy tells her to park on the sixth level. As the car comes to a stop Bily garbs
the door handle.
"Let's go," he says.
"Where?"
"You can’t go to your place, you'll stay with me tonight," he replies as she runs to catch up. Going down the stair
well he continues," By the way. I'll take the job."
**********************************************************************
Talk about twists and turns. I rolled for a Travel Encounter and scored a "1" meaning that there would be one.
Luckily I rolled up a single member of the Criminal Element which turned out to be a Net Runner. He didn't have a
vehicle and I didn’t think he's the kind of guy that's going to try anything violent so I figured he'd be a snitch. How
to work it into the story? Each Star has a Home or relatively safe place to live. Except if you stay Home for two
consecutive months there is chance that you can suffer a Home Invasion or Robbery. I figured this guy would be
able to find out where Billy lives and see who could use the info. This would cause one roll on the Home Invasion
Table, which I would do immediately after the two arrived.
Lucky for Billy I scored enough successes to get a result of "Nothing to worry about".
Encounter over, Billy picks up a job and scores 10 more Fame Points for having a successful Encounter and
getting shot at in the process.

*****************************************************************

"It's just a matter of time you know."

"You can’t escape me forever."

"It's just a matter of time Pink. Just a matter of time."
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